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PROFIT VS. NON-PROFIT CORPORATIONS 
 
A Royal Decree 
 
Sh'ma Yisrael - The designations "profit" and "non-profit" used to define corporations represent 
the worldly idea that turning a profit is the primary purpose of business. Unfortunately, this 
economic myth has been institutionalized through "capitalism," the covetous ideology which has 
corrupted the free market system. 
 
The call in America in recent years to reform the U.S. Market by replacing this "bottom line" 
would simply be impossible as long as there are existing businesses created solely for profit. 
Therefore, all Kingdom businesses as we move forward, no matter what products or services they 
provide, must be "non-profit." Sélah. 
 
In truth, the profits earned by all legitimate businesses are the just rewards of providing quality 
goods and services for the people. Profits earned by Kingdom businesses/organizations must 
therefore be equitably shared with their founders and employees according to a mutually agreed 
upon method and distribution process. Profit shares of Kingdom organizations must be issued 
solely for the prosperity of its own members, which also provides a powerful incentive for all 
founders and workers in a business to labor diligently for its success.  
 
After all, plain old common sense would ask the question, "Why would anyone other than those 
who make a business successful be allowed to participate in sharing its profits?" And of course, 
the idea of public access to corporate shares was introduced only to "maximize profits.” 
 
In short, moving forward, the Kingdom of Yisrael must continue to embrace the "free market 
system," which is Biblically sound. But we must reject outright the practice of "capitalism," which 
in reality, institutionalizes the worldly idea of profit margin being a corporation's bottom line. 
 
YAH Khai v’HalleluYAH! 
 
IT’S KINGDOM TIME. 


